New partnership

EVONA TO OFFER GOLDEN RACE GAMES AND VIRTUAL SPORTS
Golden Race, global provider of Award-Winning Virtual Sports and Betting Technologies, is
delighted to announce a new partnership with Evona to deliver its highly engaging offer of virtual
sports around different markets.
Thanks to this alliance, the leading East European platform Evona is now able to offer Golden
Race’s set of virtual sports and games to its clients.
Since last week, the first two online betting platforms with Golden Race’s virtual sports available
through Evona service are Bettomax and Zlatnik. Their clients can enjoy all Golden Race’s on
demand and scheduled football leagues, among other virtual sports and games.
Zlatnik.me is the biggest betting platform in Montenegro, while Bettomax.cm is a very well
known site in Cameroon.
Celebrating the new partnership, Martin Wachter, Golden Race CEO and Founder, said: "We
keep on growing and expanding our presence around the globe. We are delighted to announce
our partnership with EVONA, which will bring over our best betting technology to their clients in
important markets”.
According to the Evona team, “we are very pleased that we have enclosed the partnership with
one of the leading providers of virtual racing and sports games in the betting world. The
partnership is very important for Evona as Golden Race products are highly demanded and
sought out by our customers. We are looking forward to the cooperation and we are sure that
this can only bring all the best to both sides”.

ABOUT GOLDEN RACE:
Golden Race provides land-based and online operators with reliable, cost-effective solutions,
designed to engage customers 24/7 in entertaining and innovative gaming experiences. Golden
Race content offer includes more than 20 virtual football leagues and tournaments, a great
variety of races and number games, and other innovative virtual sports -such as Real Fighting
and 3x3 Basketball. In 2019, Golden Race was recognised as best virtual sports provider in
Central & Eastern Europe, Southern Europe and the Baltics by the CEEG Awards, the SEG
awards and the BSG awards respectively. The company also received two SBC Awards in the
same year.
ABOUT EVONA:

Evona Electronic is a company with a long tradition. For over 30 years, we observed the needs
of our clients, developed our products and solutions, and positioned ourselves as leaders in the
world gaming market. With the headquarters located in Bratislava, capital of Slovakia, and
development office based in Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina, we serve a wide network of
clients all around the world. Our products and solutions are built exclusively to the specific
needs of our clients, while using latest technologies. A synergy of experience and inexhaustible
source of new and innovative ideas of our employees guarantee quality and comprehensive
service, which we provide to our clients on a daily basis. Evona’s White Label Solutions help
every one of our clients stay recognizable and unique on the market, while our Affiliate System,
Risk Management, Back Office Administration, and Know Your Customer solutions give full
business security, protection and a great potential for market growth.

